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WHAT DO A FIFTEEN-YEAR-OLD GILR AND A THREETHOUSAND 
YEAR OLD SIN HAVE IN COMMON? 

 

THEIR FATE 
LOGLINE: 
When loner and troublemaker Kitty Kathstone learns that the maternal line of her 
family originates from werecats, she finds herself thrown right into the mythological 
realm. Together with her newfound allies she discovers the truth about herself, her 
family and an ancient evil awaiting her, created by her own ancestors, now endangering 
the fragile equilibrium of the universe. 
 
INTRODUCTION: 
Kitty Kathstone is a fantasy-mystery drama rooted in mythology. Captured in three 
seasons, dealing with the three main questions of mythology itself, reflecting 
and supporting the show's backbone: the matter of balance.  (5-7 episodes/ 50’) 
Season 1: Who am I?  
Season 2: Where do I come from?  
Season 3: Why am I here? 
The show is based on the well-acclaimed novels by Sir Larry Oehl and Sandra Öhl. It is set in 
our own world, exploring the mythological realm and its ancient creatures hidden in the 
midst of our world, fulfilling a special duty to all living kinds: preserving the fragile 
equilibrium of our world.  
Offering a wide range of characters and a general core conflict valid in all cultures, the show is 
designed to address a wide audience of ages and demographics. Although Kitty Kathstone is 
designed as a trilogy, the backbone of the show, the richness in characters, and an expansive, 
immersive world provide a library of characters and worlds that can be "monetized" ad 
infinitum. 
The main theme balance mirrored in the story-arc, in each character's arc, even of our 
sidekicks, the whole mythological community itself and our own world. In this rich universe 
following themes will be covered: fate/ choice, rebellion/responsibility, individual/ collective 
needs, morality/ power, justice/ unjustness, tradition/progress, love/hate, 
friendship/betrayal. 

 
STORY: 
If you look up the word troublemaker in the Cambridge dictionary, you find the following 
description: someone who intentionally causes problems for other people, especially people 
who are in a position of power or authority. And that’s exactly to whom we get introduced to 
by the NARRATOR SIR LARRY OEHL: meet KITTY KATHSTONE, black-eyed, in front of the 
headmaster's office waiting for her mom EMILIA to pick her up. Both are on their own, as her 
father JAMES recently vanished on an archaeological expedition into thin air. And in this very 
night, the night of her fifteenth birthday, everything should change for Kitty. Her rakish 
grandmother VICTORIA, a rare visitor, turns up, revealing to the very discomfort of Emilia 
that the family’s maternal line originates from WERECATS, fulfilling quite a special duty. She 
confronts Kitty with the fact that she has to enroll at C.O.G. (Central Organization of 
Guardians). Soon Kitty will learn that THE GUARDIANS balance the SEVEN CARDINAL 
VIRTUES and SEVEN DEADLY SINS with the help of special stones, to preserve the fragile 
equilibrium of our world. 
 
So, the next day Kitty finds herself surrounded by life-threatening GORGONS, bold 
(sometimes pretzel-addict) VALKYRIES, earth-shaking GIANTS, breath-taking JAPANESE 
UNICORNS, and many more eye-stunning MYTHOLOGICAL CREATURES from all around 
the globe, an unknown realm hidden in the midst of our world. Not only finding new friends 
there, like hyper-nervous, shapeshifter NORA NEEDLE, but also coming upon her family's 
enemies, the LYKANS. And while she dives deeper and deeper into this mystical world, 
encountering its habits and rules, educated by quite peculiar coaches (a JAPANESE FOX-
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GHOST, a choleric JINN, a wise ICE-DRAGON, a militant CENTAUR, and the dead-born 
WATCHMEN of the guardians), she soon finds herself on a track that leads her straight into a 
DARK FAMILY SECRET – a MYSTERIOUS VILLAIN awaiting her, developing a devilish plan 
over thousands of years, now ready to strike. And while Victoria and ARMAND try to get things 
back under control, by outplaying their opponents and holding the COUNCIL at bay, the kids 
get in the line of fire, soon finding themselves on a breath-taking journey – a race against 
destiny itself, which navigates them around the world, not only finding their ordeals in the 
mythological realm, the outside world, but also their inside world – as coming of age and 
finding one’s true identity is never an easy thing.During their journey, all characters reach the 
core of the matter, acknowledging that Kitty's family history may not only have a potent effect 
on their lives but on the whole mythological realm itself. A world mainly ruled by lust for 
power, greed, and envy, divided in itself – its original duties long forgotten, losing balance 
more and more every day.  
 
A story, rich in character and conflict, catalyzed by a hushed-up, forgotten destiny – a sin, 
nearly as old as the first letters written, now taking the world off its hinges, supervised by the 
chain-smoking NORNS and their EYE, keeping things foggy, until time has come to reveal a 
heart-breaking and upsetting tragedy around love, loss, despair, hate, revenge, and 
compassion, stretching over centuries, taking place in the mysterious realm of mythology. 
KITTY and LYSANDER are the only key to salvation, restoring the world's balance. History, 
repeating itself, but this time put into the hands of the next generation, bringing it to an end 
by hopefully making a better decision. 
 

TONE&STYLE 
Low-key lighting used in several scenes, visually underlining the main theme of the show. 
Subtle CGI should be used only when really needed, preferably using prosthetics and practical 
effects, for believably realizing the characters. 
Humor is a key factor to the show, supported by the wide range of different characters and 
their vivid relations.  
Original score, which should remind one of John Williams' work in its arc of tension and way 
of climaxing, the soundtrack roots in Kitty's favor for music, featuring classics like Heroes, 
Thunderstruck, Under Pressure, Time is on my Side … 
GENRE 
The fantasy in Kitty Kathstone roots in mythology – Gorgones, Japanese unicorns, 
Valkyries, centaurs, jinns, Nagas, Asien fox-demons and many more, all arising from the 
continuum of human existence and collective memory, providing an alternative world to ours 
– an escape, a threat, a dream, refuge, but also pain – artfully capturing human experience, as 
the mythological world is nothing else than the mirrored version of ours. 
Contributing to the fantasy-movies of the ‘80s – a fertile period for fantasy, where the seeming 
lightness of the subject matter was joined by dark elements – Kitty Kathstone is NOT a 
superhero movie or a magical journey. Instead, it focuses on the mystery hidden in life 
itself, also encountering the dark matters, therefore we watch the mythological creatures solve 
upcoming obstacles also with their human nature – that's what mythology is about 

 
Reviews novel/ Proof of concept – TV-Show: 

The PILOT EPISODE and parts of the SHOW BIBLE were placed on Amazon for a 
few days and climbed the bestseller list (screenplays in English) immediately, leaving 

behind Justice League, Batman, Lego, Frozen, Bond, Star Wars, Onward, etc. 
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